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Code of Conduct
HARASSMENT POLICY
SCA maintains a zero tolerance policy for harassment, violent behavior, and sexually offensive behavior or 
actions. This includes, but is not limited to: harassment toward another individual on the basis of gender, sex, 
pregnancy, childbirth, religion, creed, race, color, national origin, medical condition, genetic disorder, physical 
or mental disability, marital status, age or sexual orientation; physical or verbal threats; unwelcome attention; 
bullying, stalking; use of physical force; behavior that creates a disturbance or is dangerous, including lewd or 
generally offensive behavior or language; using sexually explicit or offensive language or conduct; and 
obscene gestures. Anyone found to be behaving in any way that violates this policy, either in person or online, 
may be removed from the Association without refund and may be banned from future SCA events.

https://sca.coffee/code-of-conduct



uscoffeechampionships.org
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The Road to WBC

CoffeeChamps Registration 
Opens

Oct 25, 
2017

Aug-Sept  
2017

Prelims

Dec 2017- 
Feb 2018 

CoffeeChamps Qualifying 
Competitions

April 2018

United States Barista 
Championship

June 2018

World Barista Championship



Barista Qualifying Why is it important?



What makes a 
great Barista?



Barista Qualifying 



Scoring 
Scale
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Qualifying



Qualifying

Setup
10 Minutes Performance

10 Minutes 



Qualifying



Qualifying Now let’s talk about
those table sizes... 



Sensory



Sensory

Espresso Evaluation



Sensory

Sig Bev Evaluation



Sensory

Barista Evaluation



Sensory

Total Impression



Technical



Technical

Station at Start-Up



Technical

Espresso Evaluation



Technical

Sig Bev Evaluation



Technical

Technical Evaluation



Questions?



Rule 
Changes  9.3.a  

The judges’ presentation table can be set during the competitor’s 

preparation time. Water for the judges is allowed to be set on the judges’ 

presentation table during the competitor’s preparation time; however, the 

water should not be poured into glasses prior to the start of the 

competitor’s performance, otherwise the competitor will receive zero 

points in the “Presentation: professionalism” category on all sensory score 

sheets. If a competitor does not wish to preset the judges’ presentation 

table during their preparation time they can set the table at the start of 

their competition/performance time. 



Rule 
Changes  14.2.1.e  

The cups should be warming. The cups should be placed on the top of the 

espresso machine, unless the competitor is using their own device to warm 

the cups. There should be no water in the cups at the start of the 

competitor’s competition time. If there is any liquid in the cups on top of 

the espresso machine at any time, the competitor will receive a score of 

zero for “Station management/Clean working area at end” on each of the 

two technical score sheets.



Rule 
Changes  5.1.2 

Signature Beverage  
A predominant taste of espresso must be present, otherwise the 
“Taste balance” score will reflect the resulting sensory experience.



Rule 
Changes 15.3.4.a 

Signature Beverage  
Judges will evaluate competitors’ creativity based on the originality of their 

concept, and any new methods, techniques or ingredients used in the 

preparation or presentation of the signature beverage. Ingredients must 

complement and showcase the espresso while creating an interesting taste 

experience. Signature beverages with a complimentary blend of creative 

ingredients and technique and predominant espresso flavor will be 

rewarded with a high score.



Rule 
Changes  15.3.5.a

Signature Beverage  
Judges will evaluate the signature beverage based on how well the taste 

components of the espresso (sweet, acidic, bitter) fit together and 

complement the other ingredients used. The espresso taste should be 

predominant and easy to identify in order to get high marks in this category. 



Rule 
Changes  All Rules   

All pronouns have been changed to neutral pronouns.



competitions@sca.coffee



   

Thank you!


